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Brain breaks are short breaks during lessons that usually incorporate physical
activities or movement. Brain breaks are proven to increase student focus,
engagement, and learning. Research shows that on-task behavior tends to decline
the longer the lesson, and brain breaks can help curb that decline. Take a look at
the research represented in this graph:

Four Facts About Brain Breaks

Yes, elementary children are less attentive as lessons increase from ten to thirty
minutes. One way to trick our brains into paying more attention? Incorporate short
brain breaks! Let’s consider these four facts:

Mixing in brief bouts of physical activity can keep children on-task and focused.
Brain waves indicative of mental fatigue increase during bouts of sustained
attention. They decrease during breaks.

https://blog.tcea.org/ai-powered-brain-breaks/?utm_source=TCEA+Emails&utm_campaign=487aa29e15-RSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_f3a5bb651e-487aa29e15-68586272&ct=t(RSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN)&mc_cid=487aa29e15&mc_eid=1b35d15cfa
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0959475216300275
https://www.brainfacts.org/thinking-sensing-and-behaving/learning-and-memory/2020/kids-need-brain-breaks-010920#:~:text=Lots%20of%20studies%20show%20breaks%20help%20facilitate%20creative,participants%20think%20up%20novel%20uses%20for%20ordinary%20objects.
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If AI-powered tools can assist with saving time, make my job as a teacher easier,
and boost student learning, why not take advantage of them? This suggests another
question: How should we, as teachers, use new AI-powered chatbots to make that
work easier? Let’s explore one way.

AI Chatbots for Generating Brain Breaks

There are many chatbots available to help educators complete a variety of tasks.
Some chatbots are available for free while others cost money, but most offer a free
or trial account. Some of my favorite chatbots include:

Tips for Prompting AI

When providing prompts for AI, it’s important to be clear, precise, and directive in
order to get the response that best meets your needs. Here are three tips that can
help ensure you get the results you want from your prompts:

1. Ask the AI to assume a role.
2. Feed the AI source info.
3. Provide the AI with feedback to hone the response.

Learn more via this 3-2-1 blog on prompt engineering!

Get this infographic!

Example Prompts for Brain Breaks

Here is an example prompt for you to try. This prompt incorporates the three tips
above. Linked below it, you can click to view the text prompt and several different AI
responses to the prompt. Feel free to copy and paste the prompt and edit it to meet
your needs.

https://blog.tcea.org/ai-prompt-engineering/
https://www.canva.com/design/DAF6JvMQ_P8/xBRu9vjqowMlb26hIJvGYw/view?utm_content=DAF6JvMQ_P8&utm_campaign=designshare&utm_medium=link&utm_source=publishsharelink&mode=preview
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Here is one example response generated by Perplexity, which includes citations:

https://www.perplexity.ai/
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View the Results
More Ideas for Brain Breaks and When to Use Them!

Bonus: Bell Ringer AI Prompt!

http://docs.google.com/document/d/1ERThDzTorqMTe30tceNChvlgkDaFCzP9V9gvdUb-hMk/edit?usp=sharing(opens%20in%20a%20new%20tab)
https://assets.ctfassets.net/p0qf7j048i0q/6P4KqTBQobHwkQbXWYqPsz/ffe39543dbe0865c8979c99e990eaa78/Brain_Breaks_Understood.pdf
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View the Results
What are some other ways you can use chatbots to advance teaching and learning
in your classroom? Now that you’ve had a moment to explore AI-powered brain
breaks, what are your takeaways? Let us know in the comments!

 
 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ERarc3lgnkuGsME-JKEWFVan1K1Ckoz-x5nH6KT9c9k/edit?usp=sharing

